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Abstract — The possibility of synthesizing one—dimensional, u—electron
delocalized, polymers of [2]cyclophane_transition metal complexes has

been explored by preparing model monomer units of selected [2]cyclophane—

ruthenium complexes and examining their properties. Bis(6—hexamethyl—
benzene)(n10_[24](l,2,4,5)cyclophane)diruthenium(o/II) bis(tetrafluoro—
borate) (14) is found to be a Class II mixed—valence compound exhibiting
an unusual two—electron intervalence transfer. The discovery of [2n]_
cyclophanes having three benzene decks undergoing simultaneous u—electron
interaction raises the further possibility of synthesizing two—dimensional,
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network polymers. Tris(0 —hexamethylbenzene)(0 : : —[23](l,4)cyclophane—
l,9,17—triene)triruthenium(II) tris(tetrafluoroborate) (19) has been prepared and the properties of its mixed—valence ions have been examined.

With the completion of syntheses of all twelve of the possible, symmetrically—bridged, [2]_
cyclophanes their physical and chemical properties, as well as their geometry, have been
examined in detail (ref. 1). The outstanding characteristic of the [2 ]cyclophanes, as
revealed particularly from photoelectron and ESR studies (ref. 2 and 3), is the interaction
of the two aromatic decks to give one overall u—electron system. This u—electron delocal—
ization over the whole of the molecule is also observed with multilayered [2nlcYclophanes
(ref. 4), as in the, example of 1 having six benzene decks. Extending 1 to provide a polymer
molecule (la) having one u—electron system delocalized over a great many benzene decks would
be of much interest, although at present such a synthesis appears to be prohibitively
difficult.

An alternate approach to a u—electron delocalized [2 ]cyclophane polymer might be a polymer

having monomer units of [2]cyclophane—transition metal complexes, as shown by 2. Such
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is

a generalized structure representing
any one of the possible [2n]cyclophanes
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a polymer would appear to offer synthetic feasibility as well as extended ir—electron de—
localization. Variable valence of the transition metal atoms along the polymer chain could
be of critical importance to the design of a potential electrical conductor. However, such
macroscopic properties as electrical conductivity, although of practical importance, have
requirements that are still ill—defined. Our concern at present, therefore, is the
molecular properties of model monomer units of the type shown by 2.

The discovery of the Creutz—Taube compound (ref. 5) has spurred an enormous amount of work
on electron transfer and the properties of mixed—valence ions of dimetallic complexes.
These mixed—valence ions are categorized as Class I (localized metal atoms), Class II
(electron interaction between metal atoms but with an energy barrier), and Class III (complete electron delocalization with the metal atoms having an average valence). For our
purposes we sought Class II or, preferably, Class III behavior. The question of what combination of [2]cyclophane with what transition metal would give a model subunit of 2 that

would achieve this goal was of paramount importance. Our desired complex should have as
its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) a hybrid orbital with significant contributions from both the rr—arene and d—metal orbitals.
It has been shown that the bis(fulvalene)diiron ion (3) is a Class III mixed—valence ion,
whereas the biferrocene ion (4) is Class II (ref. 6). Obviously, subtle, and somewhat unpredictable, factors determine the nature of the HOMO of these complexes. Another pertinent

observation is that bis(06:6—biphenyl)dichromium ion (6) has its unpaired electron localized
on chromium (ref. 7). On this basis we avoided chromium as the tr.ansition metal. Although
iron seemed a possibility, we chose instead ruthenium because of its stronger bonding to
arene ligands and the better synthetic methods available for preparing arene—ruthenium
complexes.
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Employing methods developed by Bennett for ruthenium—arene complexes (ref. 8 and 9), we

prepared a series of mono— and bis—capped (n6—arene)ruthenium complexes of the [2]cyclo—
phanes, as shown in the generalized structures 6 and 7 (ref. 10).
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To obtain model subunits related to 2

a new method for preparing solvated ruthenium--[2n]_

cyclophane

complexes was needed. This was solved as shown below (ref. 11), and led to
examples of the generalized structures 8 and 9.
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To gain insight regarding electron transfer and delocalization in these complexes we studied
their electrochemical behavior. Under the usual conditions of cyclic voltammetry, none
of the mono— or bis—capped ruthenium complexes (6 and 7) undergo reversible oxidation to
generate a ruthenium(III) species. Thus, it has not been possible to prepare [2n]cyclophane_
diruthenium(II/III) mixed valence ions analogous to the Creutz—Taube diruthenium(II/III)—
pyrazine ion. However, reversible electrochemical reduction of these ruthenium complexes
occurs readily. In general, these reductions are two—electron waves, whose redox potentials
and degree of reversibility are highly dependent on the particular [2 ]cyclophane present.
This dependence is primarily due to the geometry of the individual [2 ]cyclophanes with
electronic and other factors being only of minor importance.

It has been known for some time that reduction of bis(6—hexamethylbenzene)ruthenium(II)
bound ruthenium(0) derivative 10, as a fluctional molecule with the p4—bound

gives an

ring being boat—shaped (ref. 12). The electrochemical behavior of the (6—hexamethyl—
benzene)(n6_[2]cyclophane)ruthenium(II) ions shows a similar behavior. The complexes containing [2 ]cyclophanes having boat—shaped benzene decks are most readily reduced, whereas
those with [2 ]cyclophanes having rigid, more—or—less planar, benzene decks are the most

difficult to reduce. The extremes are 11, in which the inherent geometry of the decks of
[24](l,2,4,5)cyclophane is boat—shaped, and 12, where the benzene decks of superphane are

*

rigidly planar.
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view of the favorable geometry of [24](l,2,4,5)cyclophane, the electrochemical behavior

of the corresponding his—capped complex 13 was studied in detail. As shown in Fig. 1, 13
exhibits two, reversible, two—electron waves at E1 = 0.00 V and E = —0.52 V (versus SCE).
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Fig. 1. Cyclic voltaimnogram of 14 in acetone

Bulk electrolytic reduction of 13 readily gives 15 which can be isolated in nearly quantitative yield. Mixing equimolar quantities of 13 and 15 in solution then yields the mixed
valence ion 14 as dark red crystals having a metallic sheen. This equilibrium reaction
is sumarized below and the value for its equilibrium constant can be deduced from the
electrochemical data on the reduction of 13. The large value of this comproportionation
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constant (6.9 x io) makes

it clear that solutions of 14 contain no detectable concentra-

tions of 13 and 15.
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K
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The 111 NMR spectrum of 14 taken in deuterioacetone at room temperature is completely
symmetrical, showing singlets for the aromatic protons and methyl protons. However, when
the solution is cooled, broadening of the signals occurs, then coalescence, and finally
at —50°C there is a separation into two sets of signals. One set corresponds to signals
observed for aromatic and methyl protons in the environment of ruthenium(II) as compared
to known model compounds, whereas the other set corresponds to signals for aromatic and
methyl protons in an environment of ruthenium(0) compared to related model compounds. Thus,
14 is a Class II mixed valence ion having two equivalent ground states which interconvert
by a two—electron intervalence transfer.

The theory of one electron intervalence transfer for Class II mixed valence ions of the
Creutz—Taube type, i.e. 16, has been developed very extensively (ref. 13). As shown

[ (NH3)5 Ru_N—KN—Ru(NH3)s
16

in Fig. 2, for symmetrical Class II ions involving a one—electron transfer, the thermal
For
and optical energies required for intervalence transfer are related as Eth =

E/4.

multi—electron transfers such as the two—electron transfer observed for 14, no definitive
as measured from
theory has yet been developed. Even so, the values for 14 of E
,

—

1

variable temperature H NMR studies, and E
band in the electronic spectrum of

,

thermal

as measured from the intervalence transfer

optical
umax' 492 nm), bear an approximate 1:4 relationship

as would be predicted from Fig. 2. Since a two—electron optical excitation is quite unlikely, some modification of these relationships from the model shown in Fig. 2 must be
necessary. One possible alternative is to invoke an optically—excited Ru+_Ru+ state as
shown in Fig. 3. An attempt to portray a physical picture of the mixed—valence ion is given
by 17.
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Fig. 2 Diagran of energy versus
nuclear configuration for 16
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Ru2+_Ru(O) Ru(O)_Ru2+

Fig. 3 Diagran of energy versus nuclear
configuration for 14 (ground and
excited states)
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The synthesis of cyclophanes having three benzene decks undergoing simultaneous a—electron
interaction has recently been reported (ref. 14). Such molecules offer the possibility
of preparing two—dimensional polymers such as 18 rather than the one—dimensional polymers
of the type shown by 2. It has been possible to prepare a model subunit of 18 having the
tris—capped structure 19.
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The behavior of 19 (y = 6) clearly indicates a strong a—electron interaction among the three
ruthenium—capped decks. Cyclic voltammetry of 19 (y = 6) shows ready reduction to give
ionic species of 19 where n = 4, 3, and 2. These results suggest that preparing two—
dimensional polymers of the type shown by 18 may in fact be possible.
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